**Common MLA Citations**

**CCU Writing Center**

**Book with one author:**
Author last name, first name. *Title*. (Edition if given). Place of publication: Publisher, year published.

**Example:**

**Parenthetical Citation:**
If you have given the author’s name in your sentence follow sentence with page numbers in parenthesis. If you have not give the author’s name in the sentence follow with (Author’s last name pg. number) (Cash 46). *Make sure the period to end your sentence is outside of the parenthesis* You can repeat this process for the following references only substitute author’s names for editor’s names.

**Book with an editor:**
Editor last name, first name, ed. *Title*. Place of publication: Publisher, year published.

**Example:**

**Anthology:**
Last name of editor, first name, ed. *Title*. # of edition. Place of publication: Publisher, year published.

**Example:**

**Short story in an anthology:**
Last name of story’s author, first name. “Title of short story.” *Title of Anthology story is found in*. Ed. Followed by editor of anthology’s name written first then last. # of edition. Place of publication: Publisher, year published.

**Example:**

**Article from a Scholarly Journal:**
Last name of author, first name. “Title of article.” *Title of Journal article is found in* (no period after title) Volume number (followed by a period no space) Issue number (date of publication) : page numbers.
Example:

Web Page with an Author Given:
Last name of author, first name. “Title of the Webpage.” Title of entire website of which this page is a part. The copyright/last time updated/date of posting (followed by a period). Date that YOU accessed the webpage (not followed by period) <Electronic address>.

Example:
*If you do not have author information just begin with the title of the webpage and continue on from there. You may omit any information you do not have, but make sure to keep what you have in this order.*

Parenthetical Citation for Web Pages:

Web document with page numbers: (Author’s last name page numbers).
   Example: (Carrington 2-3).

Web document with paragraph numbers: (Author’s last name, par. #).
   Example: (Carrington, par. 8-11).

Web document with no paragraph or page numbers: (Author’s last name).
   Example: (Carrington). or (Carrington n. pag.).

All of these sources and more can be found in: